Conditioned fear and inescapable shock modify the release of serotonin in the locus coeruleus.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the importance of the serotonergic transmission in the locus coeruleus (LC) to conditioned fear. Rats were conditioned to fear by exposing them to noise signal (N), light signal (L) and electric foot shock (S) for 4 days. Control rats were exposed to the same events without receiving S. The LC was superfused with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) through a push-pull cannula, and the release of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) was determined in the superfusate. Motility, blood pressure (BP) and heart rate (HR) were telemetrically recorded. (1) The process of moving animals from their home cage into the grid-floor chamber transiently increased the release rate of 5-HT and the outflow of 5-HIAA in control and naive rats. In conditioned rats, 5-HT release was similarly increased during transfer but was permanently decreased in the grid-floor chamber. Control rats showed phases of enhanced motility in the chamber, while conditioned animals displayed continuous immobility. In naive rats, enhanced motility persisted in the novel environment. (2) Exposure of rats to N+L+S increased the release of 5-HT and the outflow of 5-HIAA to the same extent in conditioned and naive rats. These changes were associated with elevated motility, rise in BP and tachycardia. (3) In conditioned subjects, exposure to N+L in the fifth day led to a pronounced and sustained decrease in the release rate of 5-HT and to tachycardia, while no effects were observed in control rats or naive rats. The findings suggest that conditioned fear attenuates serotonergic neurotransmission within the LC. Telemetric recording of HR proves to be a valuable index for fear and stress processes.